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ISOLATED INITIAL MIDDLE FINAL NAME SHOWN
AS

أ أ جئف غئ alif a, aa, ae

ب بـ غبك  كب ba’ b
ت تـ كتك كت ta t
ث ثـ غثغ غث thae th, t
ج جـ  جح كج geem or jeem g, j
ح حـ ححغ حح Haa’ H

خ خـ خخخ خخ khaa’ kh
د د غد غفد dael d

ذ ذ غذ غغذ zael z,d
ر ر غغر  ر re r
ز ز غز غفز zayn z,d
س سـ غفس فسد seen s
ش شـ ففشد ففش sheen sh
ص صـ ففص ففغصس SaaD S
ض ضـ ففض ففضف DaaD D
ط ط يجطذ ممط Ta T
ظ ظ ييظه ككظ Zaa z,d
ع عـ ععع تتتع aayn a
غ غـ غغغ تتتغ ghayn gh
ف فـ لفا غغف fa’ f
ق قـ ققق ققق qaaf q
ك كـ ككك ككك kaf kh

* the Arabic alphabet
The Arabic alphabet has 28 characters. A character has 
different forms depending on whether it’s used by itself or 
comes at the beginning, middle or end of a word.
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pronunciation guide
ل  لـ ـلـ ككل laem l

م مـ ـمـ ممم meem m
ن نـ ننة ننن noon n
ه هـ ههه هه ha’ h
و و و يو waaw w
ي يـ ـيـ هى ya’ y

The letter ج (geem) is pronounced as a hard g (as in ‘get’) in 
Egypt, while in most other countries it is soft, more like an 
English j.

In the Arabic script there are also three vowel signs: َ  (a), 
ُ  (u), and ِ  (i). These are written either above or below the 
letter to which they belong (although they are often left 
out), and they change the sound of that letter accordingly.

aarabi (Arabic) َعربي          aarab (Arab) َعرب
bint (girl) بِنت          Saboon (soap) صبُوُن

This is why you will notice that in this book sometimes only 
one written option is given in the Arabic for a word that has 
a masculine/feminine version in the imitated pronunciation. 

Arabic text is written horizontally, from right to left. There 
are no capital letters. Punctuation is the same as in English, 
but written back to front, e.g. ؟ instead of ?.

* ‘sun’ and ‘moon’ letters
Of the 28 letters in the Arabic alphabet 14 letters are ‘sun’ 
letters, the other 14 are ‘moon’ letters. It is important to 
know which are which when using the definite article il-.
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